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Process model of Project Management is inefficient without well tuned Quality Management System and developed competences of the project team. The development of Green Construction function should be done on the base of integration of methodologies under approach of Eurasian Project Management Standard in cooperation with others components of Corporative Project Management System.
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Realization of investment projects industry meets various challenges, such as unstable world economy, complicated technologies, sophisticated value creating chains, controversial stakeholder’s expectations, lack of competences in new borne project teams etc. Many of them have direct or collateral effects in the ecological risks. The challenges created by such risks require special carefulness in organization of PM and project team’s development in the Green Construction paradigm.

The construction branch is traditionally marked by high Project Management culture, which was developed starting from practice since hundreds of years before appearance of modern approach to PM, starting from “best practice and methodology” and pretending to universal solution. Formal and content diversity of the two approaches produce a lot of collisions, including ones in ecology area.

The universal Project Management model [1; 2] doesn’t speak at all about special issues of ecology and supposes that every project team will manage it independently with help of actual legislation. Obviously, the non-critical use of such approach doesn’t lead to “Green Construction”.

Understanding of the fact has brought to the life the special version of Project Management process model for Construction projects [3]. The model has, between others inclusions, special process “Management of Project Management Environment”, which includes such components as Environment Protection Planning, Environment Protection Realization, Environment Control.
Nevertheless, the detailed business process regulation itself doesn’t guarantee the really efficient excellent realization if the project has no efficient Total Quality Management (TQM) system.

It’s worth to mark that external environment of investment projects in Kazakhstan enjoys relatively high level of managers’ development, legislative [4] and resource base. It enables the concentration on the internal components optimization, and first of all, on the organization assets.

The first step on that way can be regulation of business process, as well as development of IT support and corporative culture up to the level strong enough to deliver the real support to the efficient business process management, compatible to all relevant TQM requirements, especially permanent business process improvement.

The system approach in the issue can be efficiently implemented by the certification of the project management systems under the national standards development on the base of international standards ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004 and OHSAS 18001:2007.

Under our approach, the TQM system and Environment Management System are developed in the same patterns, the supports each other and use common process and procedures.

The creating and support of solid process base is impossible without complex development of project team competences [5] that is why the next important step is development of competences of so called intellectual, self-developing organization [6].

Organizational assets of project have to include the efficient Knowledge Base with strong Green Constructions components, such as:
— Data Base of regulation;
— Data Base of Metrics;
— Files and Papers;
— Knowledge Base;
— Financial Data Base.
For development of intellectual organization, one has to use as well following additional tools, such as:
— Actualization of organization rules and ethic;
— Forum;
— Distant learning;
— Ideas management;
— The model of Specialist;
— Theory of Resolving of Inventor’s Tasks.

It’s important to remember, that Green Construction has to optimize Project Management system by using ecological quality criterions and requires the realization of consequent system approach.

The diversity of challenges and solutions makes inefficient the use of fixed “ready for use” methodology and demands their integration and creative development depending on the Project specific character.

It’s exactly the creative and integrative approach used in Eurasian Project Management Standard [7; 8].
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